VOLUNTEER POSITION DESCRIPTIONS:
Player Registration
The duties of a registration volunteer may include checking in players, distributing tee gifts and supplies
and/or other small tasks.

Starters
Starters will be responsible for distributing tournament materials and announcing the players’ names and
hometowns before they tee off. Starters will need to make sure groups start on time and coordinate with
their course director if groups start late or a player is not on the tee in time. Starters will be stationed at the
tee of Hole #1 or #10.

Pace of Play
The volunteer will record finishing times of the groups as they pass through checkpoint holes to make sure
they are on time. If a group finishes over the pace guidelines, they will issue red cards to the group. The
volunteer will be stationed at the green of Hole #4, #9, #13 or #18.

Scorers
Scorers will be responsible for reviewing scorecards with players, adding their 9/18-hole totals, and making
sure players sign off on their cards. The volunteer will be located in a scoring tent at the green of Hole #9 or
#18.

Honda Shuttles
Volunteers will drive vehicles provided by Honda from the Carolina Hotel to the USKG World Championship
Golf Courses and back to the Carolina Hotel. Volunteers will need to be 21 years old and must have a valid
driver’s license.

Shuttle Drivers (On Course)
Shuttle drivers will be responsible for safely transporting players and caddies at designated areas on the golf
course. A valid driver’s license is required for this position.

Supply
Supply volunteers will be responsible for replenishing water coolers on the course throughout the rounds.
They will need to be able to lift at least 50 pounds.

Volunteer Control
Volunteer Control is responsible for checking in volunteers as they arrive. They will distribute the necessary
materials and inform the course leader if a volunteer does not show up on time.

Spotter
Spotters will be positioned in various locations on the course and will help watch for golf balls.

